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From World War II to present, there has been hidden within the highest levels of government

secrets that you are not supposed to discover. During the period of 1940 to this day the power

brokers, working from their positions of trust, have committed and then covered up the most heinous

of crimes known to mankind. Investigative journalist Craig Roberts, author of "Kill Zone--a Sniper

Looks at Dealey Plaza", now provides us with the results of his ten -year investigation regarding the

secret crimes and coverups of the U.S. Government. You will read his case files on such subjects

as the Japanese "Devil Unit 731" who experiments on American POWs in WWII with germ warfare

weapons--and what happened when the war ended and the commanding officer was hired by the

government instead of hanged for war crimes; Operation Paperclip in WWII when the U.S. brought

Nazi scientists to America to work for us on our weapons programs instead of standing trial as war

criminals; CIA and military mind control experiments on unsuspecting citizens--including

children--without our knowledge; Secret drug and bacteriological weapons experiments on the

American population; Atomic guinea pigs, Agent Orange, and the Gulf War Syndrome; what really

happened to over 30,000 U.S. POWs after World War II, Korea and Vietnam; International

assassinations, drug smuggling and money laundering; What the media did not tell you about the

shoot down of TWA 800, the bombing of Pan AM 103, the Oklahoma City bombing, the crash of

Arrow Air in Gander, Newfoundland, the derailment of the Sunset Limited in Arizona, the World

Trade Center bombing in 1993, and much moreâ€¦.
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Craig Roberts is one of the few credible people investigating the government cover-ups going on in

our generation and the past. The details and bibliographies, plus the availability of the author on-line

for the average 'Joe' to query impressed me no end. You can tell by the background Colonel

Roberts has that he is not a sensationalist trying to sell books and videos; he is a soldier and a cop

who found out the government he laid his life down for was using him and lying to him, and they

screwed the wrong guy that time. As a film producer and screenwriter who is working now with

Craig to produce his amazing life story into a feature film, I have read many books trying to find the

right story to expose these creeps and this is the main thrust of the upcoming film "The Medusa

File". Read the book - don't wait for the movie.Matt Pittaway, [...]

I have about 600+ various books on corrupt government practices (both US and foreign

governments). Some are real well researched and substantiated with FOIA and other such

documents, others lean more towards the la-la land of "could be" conspiracies.The Medusa File

book belongs to the group of well researched works with substantial amount of evidence. After

reading it I can think of at least 30 other books whose reading I could have saved by opening this

one first.I only wish author Craig Roberts read Antony Sutton's book "Wall Street and the Russian

revolution" which documents how the Communist uprising was financed by Standard Oil and Wall

Street financial interests. (Russia as a banana republic - with no bananas.) It would have been really

interesting to see which way Roberts could add that information to the contents of this book... that

Washington not only abandoned 10,000s of POWs to Communist States, it CREATED those

Communist states in the first place.

Having read the book twice, I ran various sections of the book through Korean Vets and Gulf War

Vets. The validated the facts of the book as they were presented and confirmed that the approach

of what "really" happened was not accurately presented by the government.Excellent reading - I

have shipped additional copies to my friends who agree that this is the best government going in the



world today, however, there is an evil presence gaining ground at the price of people's liberties,

happiness and lives.

This book makes sense of a good many things I've read and wondered about. It's important.Why

were 20,000 American POWs left in Russian hands at the end of WW II?And other POWs in Korea

and Vietnam left in enemy hands?Why were American soldiers dying of heroin overdoses at the rate

of 2/day?Why was important White House aid Vincent Foster murdered? Clinton laundered drug

money through the Rose Law Firm, and Foster was in on it. The Mossad blackmailed Foster into

'keeping them informed'. The CIA discovered that Foster has $2.5 million in a Swiss bank . Knowing

that Foster couldn't have come by this much money honestly, the CIA reports this to the White

House and transfers Foster's ill-gotten gains from the Swiss bank to the U.S. Treasury. The

administration has to silence this 'loose cannon' before President Clinton can be

implicated.McVeigh's primitive truck bomb couldn't have done the damage done to the Murrah

Building. There were other explosives set, two of which were found, and chemical evidence of

explosives other than McVeigh's primitive bomb. Why were important leads not followed.Why were

witnesses who described a rocket rising to home in on TWA 800 threatened and ordered not to

describe what they saw.

Mr. Roberts did an excellent job exposing the darker side of government and US foreign policy since

1942. Unfortunately, there's nothing stopping the powers that be from continueing their assault on

America and the Constitution. But with this book, at least they're exposed for who and what they

are: a clear and present danger, which, if allowed to go unchecked, will cause even more harm than

before. Thanks Mr. Roberts, for shedding light on things that have remained in the dark for far

longer than they should.

Craig Roberts follows his wonderful success, "Kill Zone, A Sniper Looks at Dealey Plaza", with this

excellent description of many of the covert conspirational activities of our federal government. Like

his above mentioned book, this is a read that you will probably have a hard time putting down after

first beginning it. The information is important, well researched, and extraordinarily relevant to our

current situation. To Craig Roberts, once again, "Bravo Zulu!"

This is an outstanding book. Roberts puts forth a great investigative effort on a topic that more of us

should be interested. He depicts numerous historical events, then challenges the reader to



extrapolate current events. At times this book will have you looking over your back. It provides

weeks of discourse with other readers. Thanks, Craig, for this outstanding source of information.

This incredible book blows the lid off of our government's involvement in assassinations,

mind-control, drug smuggling, abandoning POWs, the Amtrak derailment & the OKC bombing

coverup. A must-read.
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